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HERE NOW
ZOONO – Single Application Hand and Surface Sanitiser
Clivic Fogging Services provides ZOONO®’s long-lasting
sanitisers that stop bacteria and viruses in their tracks. Their
innovative technology is backed by over 150 lab reports, so you
can trust ZOONO to keep you, your family and your business
protected. ZOONO products provide long-lasting protection
for up to 30 days on surfaces and 24 hours on your skin with a
single application against several bacteria and viruses, including
feline coronavirus, a surrogate of COVID.

Safety
ZOONO products are safe and non-toxic to humans and pets
and are Food Safe. It is less toxic than Vitamin C.

ZOONO long-lasting
ZOONO’s protective shield has been proven to kill 99.9% of
bacteria and viruses on human skin for up to 24 hours and those
on surfaces for up to 30 days.

Scientifically proven
ZOONO’s innovative germ popping technology is proven
effective against a wide range of bacteria and viruses. The long
list of efficacy tests passed includes PAS2424, EN13697, EN1276
and EN1650.

ZOONO products

membrane). By creating a defensive,
antimicrobial layer on a nano-scale,
Zoono is not only more effective than
traditional disinfectants it also has the
benefit of working consistently over a
protracted period of time.
Germfree24 hand Sanitiser forms
a long-lasting antibacterial shield that
bonds to skin killing a wide range of
bacteria and viruses, to give you peace
of mind that you and your loved ones
are protected for 24 hours with a single
application. GermFree24 is a water
base, alcohol-free sanitiser that doesn’t
wash off.
Zoono Z-71 microbe shield surface
sanitiser can be sprayed directly
on surfaces or when conducting
fogging services in various facilities.
This product forms a long-lasting
antibacterial shield that bonds to
surfaces and is proven against a wide
range of bacteria and viruses. This
product will protect all surfaces against
any contamination for up to 30 days
with a single application.

Clivic offers a game-changer with
ZOONO products that protect
families, employers, employees
and customers in numerous
environments, such as schools,
transport, retail, healthcare
facilities, offices and factory
environments and the entire
hospitality and sport sectors.
Clivic offers customers products
and services that are a unique
combination of innovation and
technology.
ZOONO can be characterised
as depositing a layer of
molecular “pins” that assemble
in a contiguous, molecular
matrix that permanently bonds
to any surface to which it is
applied providing a protective
barrier that is hostile to any
pathogen that is subject to lysis
(ie, the disintegration of a cell
by rupture of the cell wall or
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For more information, email info@clivicfs.co.za
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